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Data access, management, and evaluation challenge the progress of speleology. Crucial information is both
scattered throughout specialty mainstream journals and buried in the gray literature. The karst-information
problem is exacerbated in paleontological speleology due to overlaps into other disciplines, such as geology,
biology, paleoclimatology, and hydrology. Important patterns and relationships can easily be overlooked,
especially when no geographic or cultural connections are known between archeological sites.
The Karst Information Portal (KIP) is a solution to these paleontological research problems. Conceived
in 2005 and launched in June 2007, KIP developed as a partnership between the International Union of
Speleology, National Cave and Karst Research Institute, University of New Mexico, and University of South
Florida. Key features present or in development include:
•
•
•
•

Federated (simultaneous multi-source) searches of Web sites to more efficiently and reliably locate key
research papers and information;
A searchable database of multidisciplinary karst information;
A library of on-line karst papers, reports, and theses;
A collaborative international on-line workspace to post and evaluate images, maps, databases, and other
published and unpublished information.

Like other virtual research portals, KIP will grow as existing and future partners contribute information
and plug websites and databases into the network. KIP will not duplicate existing databases but will serve
to more efficiently access and process them with superior tools. A cave archeology bibliography is under
development but additional partners are needed to fulfill KIP’s potential in revolutionizing archeological
speleology through its advanced and collaborative integration of data and ideas.
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The Problem: How to find karst information efficiently and easily

From: Dr. Ira Sasowsky, Karst Waters Institute

Survey of 58 international karst researchers:
96.6% use gray information
Proceedings
Trip/Cave
Reports

Theses/
Dissertations
&
Maps

86.2%
82.8%

81.0%

To the statement,
“Gray literature is a very
important source of information
to karst researchers …”
70.9 % agree

The problem remains,
how to easily access gray and
non-gray information?
Most common gray information sources

Site Overview
The Karst Information Portal (KIP) includes four main content areas ...
Home

Resources

Community

News

Quick access to …

The “information core”
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& people ...
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 Contacts
(directory)
 Discussion
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Stay current on karst
developments …
 Announcements
 Events
 New publications
 Research updates




Current news &
events
Research
updates
Important
announcements

Topics
Research tools






Publications
Reports
More …

Links

Content expands with contributions by registered users

KIP: A database and an archive of cave paleontology information

Bibliographic references for over 3,000 print resources from
A Guide to Speleological Literature of the English Language: 1794-1996
(Northup et al., 1998)

KIP: A potential international collaborative workspace
for cave paleontologists

Above, an example workspace used by cave microbiologists

KIP: A specialize tool for locating cave paleontology information

Search
Five options tailor search
targets …
 Karst Information Portal
(comprehensive)




Karst Collection
Forums




News







Posts/comments
Announcements
Events
New publications
Research updates

KIP Google Co-op

Nearly 4,000 bibliographic
references for karst-related
data and information
sources forms the core of
the collection.
Queries a Google-powered
customized search engine
leveraging participant
expertise with Google’s
search technologies.

Typical Google search results.
Even with restrictive parameters,
important sources may be buried
in the large number of hits, which
often include non-relevant
information.

KIP Google Co-op results:
Fewer but more relevant hits
from search of (currently) 45
karst research websites

KIP: A resource for the newest cave and karst information
Really Simple Syndication

Register
Anyone may visit KIP but
registered users ...
 Contribute data and
information
 Communicate about
important karst issues
 Stay current on events,
new research and
publications and more
 Join the community
meeting this information
challenge

KIP’s success depends on
contributions of data and
information from the
karst community from
recreational cavers to
professional scientists.
Contributors can upload
content that will be
shared globally and
archived for the future.
Contributors have input
regarding access to their
content.
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